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Collecting Confederate
Currency Began Early

By Brent Hughes

B SING CURIOUS ABOUT THE EARLIEST COLLECTORS OF
Confederate currency, I began accumulating printed references many
years ago. I found that it all began shortly after the Civil War ended.
There was certainly no shortage of notes because bankers and mer-

chants had suddenly been left with boxes and barrels filled with worthless cur-
rency.

I know of one barrel half full of Confederate notes which survived until
1960 when a lucky collector happened to discover it in an old grocery store
building in Petersburg, VA. Because the barrel was relatively light, the store
owners over the years had assumed the barrel was empty and it had sat there
for almost a century. There is little doubt that millions of notes were burned
or thrown out as trash, but millions of others survived. The supply was so large,
in fact, that when one of the first dealers, John W. Haseltine of Philadelphia,
issued his catalog and pricelist in 1876, he offered a set of the 1864 issue, nine
notes ranging from 50e to $500, for only sixty cents. The condition of the
notes was described as "clean anti perfect and in most cases Uncirculated."

That same set wass being offered in recent years by prominent paper
money dealer Hugh Shull for $725. Collectors who want the same notes, hand
picked in nice Crisp Uncirculated condition, can have them for $1,250. These
prices are from Mr. Shull's First Edition 2000 catalog. There is no doubt that
the prices have continued to escalate.

Thinking back to 1865 and 1866, we can guess that many people set aside
a few notes to keep as souvenirs of the great war, but since they were not seri-
ous collectors, they soon lost interest in the bills and gave them to their chil-
dren to "play store." I can remember seeing cigar boxes full of Confederate
notes in South Carolina as late as 1940. They were all $10 and $20 notes of the
final issue, but even they have become valuable in recent years.

Editor's note: When the author, a charter member of SPMC, passed away a
number of his articles on hand were permitted to be published posthumously in
his honor by special arrangement with his widow and son.



CATALOGUE

OF

AMERICAN COINS,
MEDALS, &c.,

Selected from the Cabinets of MESSRS. BACH, BERTSCH,

COLBURN, EMERY, FINOTTI, I LSLEY, LEVICK,

LI L LIEN DA H L, LIGHTBODY, MCCOY, SEM-

PLE, SH URTLEFF, and other collections,
purchased at various times by

W. ELLIOT WOODWARD,

OF ROXBURY, MASS.

ALSO,

A few fine Foreign Coins and Medals,

TO IlE SOLD AT AUCTION,

IN NEW YORK CITY,

On Tuesday, Dec. 1911e, 18135, and following clays, at the Book

Trade-Sale Rooms of IS. CooLEY, 498 Broadway.

GEORGE A. LEAVITT, AUCTIONEER.
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 2670 $1,000 Note of the Confederate States of America; genuine,

very fine and rare.
2,577 2671 $500 Note, Confederate States ; genuine, fine, scarce.

Sn 2672 $50 Note, Confederate States ; genuine, fine, scarce.

Lp 
2673 $20 Note, Confederate States; genuine, fine.
2674 $10 Note, Confederate States ; genuine, fine.
2675 $5 Note, Confederate States ; genuine, fine.

IS 5.

There was some interest in
Confederate money shortly after the
Civil War ended as evidenced by this
auction catalog of December 19,
1865. Lot 2670, the Type 1
Montgomery Note in Very Fine con-
dition sold for $4.75. Today it would
probably bring $20,000 or more. Lot
2671, probably the Type 2
Montgomery Note, sold for $2.50.
Today it would probably bring
$18,000 and up.
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We should digress at this point to explain that when Richmond, VA, the
Confederate capital, was evacuated in April of 1865, most of the government's
documents were necessarily left behind. In the ensuing chaos, drunken mobs
set fires which destroyed much of the city.

A few days later, when President Lincoln was assassinated, Union officials
suspected that Jefferson Davis
and his close associates had been
a part of the conspiracy.
Convinced that evidence to sup-
port their belief might be found
in the rebel archives at
Richmond, they ordered the mili-
tary commander there to seize
and ship to Washington all docu-
ments that his troops could find.

Evidently most of the
records had been stored in the
cellars of brick buildings where
they escaped the flames. In any
event we know that on July 21,
1865, a train hauling 490 boxes
and barrels of documents, includ-
ing millions of Confederate
notes, left Richmond bound for
Washington, D. C.

For two years, government
employees searched for incrimi-
nating evidence, but found none.
Disappointed Union officials
called off the search, and the
mass of paper was considered
worthless. They would soon
become a nuisance for govern-
ment departments to store, so
employees who wished to do so
were allowed to take home what-
ever they wished. Many workers
were fascinated by the rebel cur-
rency and the notes moved out in
good quantity for many years.

It appears that some
employees turned this activity
into a business and began to sup-

ply scarce notes to the growing body of collectors. Thus the serious hobby of
collecting Confederate money was born.

We will never know all that went on in -Washington at that time because
the employees kept it quiet. Collectors submitted want-lists just as they do now
and their needs were supplied from government file cabinets. Every one
involved was understandably quite happy.

There were also a few historians who were trying to assemble all the vari-
eties of Confederate currency. I have records of a Dr. Thomas Addis Emmett
of New York City who as early as 1866 already had a large collection.

Professor Charles E. Anthon of the College of the City of New York was
literary editor of the prestigious American Journal of Numismatics at that time.
He arranged to examine the Emmett collection and wrote several articles about
it which appeared in his magazine in May, July and August of 1867.
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This pioneer effort was incomplete, but it created some interest until Dr.
William Lee of Washington, D.C. wrote a history of Confederate currency in
1875. Privately printed, the book did not circulate widely, and is very difficult
to find today.

Meanwhile, an industrious government employee named Raphael Thian
was hard at work on a detailed examination of the rebel currency. Thian had
emigated from his native France and on November 13, 1850, enlisted in the U.
S. Army. Somehow he came to the attention of General-in-Chief Winfield
Scott who persuaded him to resign from the army and join his civilian staff.

When Scott retired on November 1, 1861, Thian moved to the Adjutant
General's Office where he advanced to become Chief Clerk on July 1, 1871.
Apparently well-liked by his superiors, he would serve until 1911, a total of
sixty-one years in the federal service.
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Thian's interest in Confederate currency may have begun when he was
asked to assemble a number of scrapbooks full of Confederate notes which the
Secretary of War wanted to present to retiring generals. Among the recipients
of the scrapbooks was General Sherman, who had destroyed the Confederacy's
Treasury Note Bureau in Columbia, S.C. during his famous march through
Georgia and beyond.

Thian soon became obsessed with his research into Confederate finance
and would spend the next 20 years in the project. Fortunately for today's schol-
ars, Thian made up six scrapbooks for his own use. These books, four contain-
ing notes and two with bonds, exist today at the Duke University Library in
North Carolina. The Library purchased the books from Thian's son in 1944.

Thian's legacy for modern collectors is his Register of the Confederate Debt
which became available in reprint form in 1972. The book is of great value to
advanced collectors interested in the signers and serial numbers of the various
notes.

In 1876 Thian copyrighted what he described as his Confederate Note
Album for a complete collection of the various Designs for Face and Back selected by the
Confederate Treasury Authorities for the Currency of the Confederate States of
America, 1861-1865.

The title page of the Raphael P. Thian
album. Text is "Confederate Note
Album for a Complete Collection
(with Descriptive Letter-Press) of the
various Designs for Face and Back
selected by the Confederate Treasury
Authorities for the Currency of the
Confederate States of America, 1861-
1865."
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in his preface, Thian said that the album was a result of his "desire to
afford collectors of Confederate currency a tasteful repository for their Notes,
and at the same time furnish them an accurate and exhaustive description of the
varieties comprising a full set."

A page from the Raphael Thian album
showing the ornate printed frame
around the CSA Type 1 $1000
"Montgomery Note." The notes
were usually held in place with paste,
but in some cases sewing thread was
used to form vertical loops to loosely
secure them.

His descriptions of the individual design types were exhaustive alright.
His emphasis on detail can be seen in his description of note number one, the
$1000 "Montgomery Note":

No.l. $1,000, Montgomery, (written date) 1861. Engraved by the
National Bank Note Company of New York and printed on fine bank
note paper, in black and green, with plain back. In the right lower cor-
ner of the note appears a medallion likeness of Andrew Jackson, while
directly opposite is found a corresponding medallion of John C.
Calhoun, both of the ovals ornamented at the base and sides by an ele-
gant tracery of scroll work. Each of the upper corners contain a very
large circular die the one to the right bearing the number "1000", that
to the left, the number "M" composed of twelve small elliptical dies
grouped together, on each of which appears the words "One
Thousand" encircling the number "1000." The central part of the
note, above a narrow rectangular space left blank for the signatures, is
divided by airy bands and columns of fine lines into forty-five squares -
- five in height and nine in length -- the angles of adjacent squares
bearing the number "M." From these numerals a narrow band arches
upwards and is inscribed "One Thousand." The centre (sic) of each
square, a dark ground formed by converging lines, bears the number
"1000," while immediately beneath, two narrow bands looped up
below the background of the number, are inscribed -- the one to the
left, with the numeral "NI", and that to the right, with the number
"1000." This central part, a slight border surrounding the note on
three sides, and a narrow band at the lower edge, inscribed:
"Receivable in payment of all dues except export duties," are printed
in green. This note is payable twelve months after date, bears interest
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at ten cents per day, has its number printed in blue, and is signed, in
person, by the Register and the Treasurer of the Confederate States
Messrs. Alex. B. Clitherall and E. C. Elmore.

The pages of descriptions were followed by pages bearing ornate printed
frames and numbers matching those assigned to the descriptions.
Unfortunately there was no Mylar or other safe material in which the notes
could be housed on the pages so the collector had nvo choices. He could either
paste the notes to the pages or use sewing thread to form loops to hold the
notes in each frame. I have seen both methods used.

I once took on the task of removing notes from a Thian album. The paste
dissolved easily in warm water and I was able to remove most of the residue
from the backs of the notes. The sewing thread never pierced the notes but was
placed so closely to the edges that they cut into the notes slightly. Such cuts are
easily repaired and cause no great harm to the value of the notes.

It would be interesting to know if the Thian albums were made at the
Government Printing Office or if he had a private printer. Since such albums
were needed to be used as retirement gifts for government officials or military
officers, someone in the War Department may have quietly had the albums

produced at the government facility. As I recall, the albums were rather plain
and utilitarian, but that does not tell us where they were made.

During the same year in which Thian introduced his album (1876), John
Haseltine produced a price list offering Confederate notes for sale. It is inter-
esting that collectors and dealers already knew which notes were rare, scarce or
common. Haseltine called the $500 Montgomery Note (CSA Type 2) "exceed-
ingly rare" which it certainly is. He also stated that "Uncirculated and even rare
clean notes of the first issues are not very plenty." That's still true today.

There were obviously several dealers in Confederate currency at the time
who were engaging in what Haseltine felt were questionable practices. He said,
"I simply wish to state to my friends, and in justice to myself, that in several of

The title page of the Bechtel album.
Text is "Album for Confederate
Currency, containing numbered
Spaces for the insertion of a
Specimen of each TYPE of the Notes,
issued by authority of the
Confederate Government, together
with a Descriptive Index. Compiled
and arranged by C.H. Bechtel, New
York, 1877."
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the published price lists some of the rarer notes have been mentioned at prices
which I know it is impossible to furnish them at." In other words, he was accus-

ing his competitors of engaging in what we call today the ''bait and switch

game. "

Collectors of 1876 now had an album in which to house their notes, and

several dealers offering to sell them examples. Then, in 1877, a man named C.

H. Bechtel of New York City introduced his Album for Confederate Currency, a
richly-bound volume which could take its place on any fine library shelf. It con-

tained an index of the various designs which he called "types," the same term
we use today. Like Thian, he listed the types from the largest denomination

down to the smallest, a practice still used today. Somehow, this arrangement
seems backward to me as I would have listed them from the smallest upward. It

is too late to change it now. Like the "QWTERTY" typewriter keyboard used
today, we are stuck with it.

Page 34 of the Bechtel album show-
ing what is generally considered to
be the rarest Confederate note,
which is kown today as the "Indian
Princess." Bechtel did not use the
word "princess." His description was
"$5. Richmond; Negroes loading cot-
ton in lower left corner; Indian in
upper right corner." The name
"Indian Princess" was first used by
William West Bradbeer in his book
which was published in 1915.

Bechtel's album had the same disadvantage that Thian's had. There was
no easy way to mount the notes on the pages. Collectors used tiny dabs of paste

or sewing thread and hoped for the best.

Evidently Mr. Bechtel did not know about the Thian album because in
his introduction he mentions the book by Dr. Lee and the catalog by Mr.

Haseltine, but has nothing about Thian. Mr. Bechtel states that "another want
has been made apparent, namely a book or album in which these mute
reminders of our late unpleasantness can be preserved, classified and arranged
for each reference." The "mute reminders" he referred to were of course the
Confederate notes, but I also recall reading several contemporary diaries in

which genteel ladies of the South also referred to the Civil War as "the late

unpleasantness." Could it be that Mr. Bechtel was a Southern gentleman, who

had moved to New York City seeking business opportunities?
Bechtel's descriptions of the various notes were much shorter than

Thian's. Of the CSA Type 1, he described it as "$1000. Montgomery; interest
at ten cents per clay; head John C. Calhoun in lower left corner; head of
Andrew Jackson in lower right corner; National Bank Note Co."    



Puteu LIST
or

CONFEDERATE NOTES AND BONDS.

•10111‘ We HASISIIVINA.
1225 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LOT Na..
1. 1000 dollars, Montgomery National Bank Note Co. (very rare)
1. 	 Sao 	 do.	 do.	 (exceedingly rare).. 6 	 A.

e.	 I00 	 411 	 do.	 do. 	 (very rare) 	
4. 	 100 	 " Richmond, Southern Bank Note Co. (very rare) 	
6. 	 60	 " Montgomery, National Bank Note Co. (very. fare) 	
0. 	 60	 .' Richmond, Southern Bank Rote Co. (very rare) 	

,Telly 25, 1861.--- White faces and backs.
T.	 100 del are. Two female figures in centre, to. (rare) 	
S.	 to 	 "	 Reed q/ WashInglen In centre, go. (rare) 	 40
0. 	 20	 Ship under full earl In centre, to. (rare) 	 .60

II. 	 to	 a	 Female riding a deer in centre, arc. (exceedingly rare) 	
11. 	 10 	 "	 Female leaning on a shield, on which fel a Confederate flag, itc. (rely,

	

rare) 	
IS.	 8	 Female leaning on a shield, on which is the ague 6, as (very rare)..
IS. 	 5 	 4, 	 "Fitz: 5 	,351c.. (very.5i veeftenrda,maiContederate states of America" in blue, on1, 

September 2, 1861.--:Plain white backs.
14. 100 dollars, Man loading a wagon with bales‘ot cotton In centre, to 	 .46
16. so	 " Seated figure with money cheats In centre, to 	 .le
18. no Train 41 cars In centre, 5,o Southern Bank Note Co. (very rare) 	
Iv. 60 	 " Read ofJefferson Davis In centre, to. (scarce) lif
21. 20 Head of Alexander H. Steven, In lower left corner, to 	

.
Ate

22. 00 Head of Alexander H. Stevens In centre, "Twenty" and "XX" tn
green, Sc. (rare) 	

24. 20 Three female figures In centre, "20" and scroll ingreen, to. (very rim)
ea. 20 Snip under full earl In centre, Sc   .111
29. 20 Kneeling female figure ; globe and ship In centre, de, Southern Rank

Note Co. (very rare) 	
60. 10 Negro picking cotton In centre, to 	 .86
II. 10 Camp acenh of General Marton Is centre, to 	 .so
U. 10 Read of R. M. T.Llunter in lower left corner, SC.— 	 .su
U. 10 Group of Indians In centre, Se., Southern Bank Note Co. (very rare)
U. Is W5gon loaded with cotton bales. In centre. to. (very rare) 	
U. In Two (filmier; with an urn In upper left cornet, IC 	 .02

LIST OF CONFEDERATE TREASURY NOTES.
1861.— Written . Dates.
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Haseltine may have been the leading
dealer in Confederate notes and
bonds when he published his catalog
and mail-order price list in 1876. His
catalog listed 136 varieties of notes
and 55 varieties of bonds. The four-
page price list offered notes from five
cents to 75 cents each; bonds at 50
cents to 75 cents each, depending on
rarity.

He also used a much sim-
pler and more dignified printed
frame on the pages reserved for
the notes, and he achieved a cer-
tain degree of security for the
album owner in the classic
design of the spine of his album.
On a library shelf, his album
looked like a typical fine book of
that era. A burglar searching for
valuables would not have been
likely to scan several hundred
book titles in a home library.

So far as I can determine,
these two albums satisfied the
demand from collectors many of
whom used individual white
envelopes to preserve their
notes. With a plentiful supply of
notes available, most collectors
of that era searched for scarce
varieties rather than types.
Bechtel estimated that there
were more than 1,500 varieties,
but that an album to house them
would have been far too expen-
sive to market.

Finally, in 1915, William
West Bradbeer published his
famous book Confederate and
Southern States Currency, which
listed all the varieties known to
him. These Bradbeer numbers
would eventually be adopted by
Grover Criswell in his series of
guide books which began about

1957, and which have generally prevailed in cataloging notes down to today..
Today of course collectors have a wide variety of albums available to

them, There are chemically inert holders which offer maximum protection for
the precious notes. Condition seems to be the most important factor in today's
marketplace, and we see enormous sums of money being spent by those who
want only the finest specimens available. It is not likely that this desire for per-
fection will end anytime soon. I still find it amazing that even today collectors
can purchase a Confederate note in Gem Crisp Uncirculated condition, but
that fact just makes the hobby that much more fascinating.

Letter to the Editor
Fred, this is just a suggestion for folks who buy Life
Memberships. They can arrange to buy a plaque like this
one. That way you have something to display.

Emmett Haralson SPMC LM 356
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